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REPORT OF THE EACSOF STRATEGIC PLANNING MEETING
NAIROBI, 8 – 9 April 2019, NAIROBI SAFARI CLUB HOTEL.

1.0

INTRODUCTION

EACSOF in collaboration with the Action Aid Denmark organized a two-daystrategic planning meeting in Nairobi to train and advise the
existing CSO platforms on how to improve their ability to strategically bring together stakeholders, so that they can apply the capacity
provided to promoting implementation of the AGA and especially the ACDEG.
The meeting largely dwelt on issues on issues related to governance and democracy within the EAC; the support needed to the existing
platforms; the role of the EAC civil society in influencing their Governments on matters of governance and elections. It saw the
participation of about 12 participants from civil society within the EAC countries - Uganda, Kenya, Burundi, Rwanda, Tanzania and South
Sudan, with Youth and Women representatives.

2.0

BACKGROUND

The East African Civil Society Organizations’ Forum, (EACSOF) is an autonomous umbrella body of Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) and civil society organizations, (CSOs), in East Africa. Since its founding in 2007, EACSOF has been working to strengthen the
institutionalization of the relationship between East African CSOs and the Community, (EAC). It also works to build a critical mass of
knowledgeable and empowered civil society in the East African region, in order to foster their confidence and capacity in articulating
grassroots needs and interests in the East African Integration Process.EACSOF works to ensure that East African citizens and their
organizations work together to play a more effective role in the integration process through building stronger citizen organizations that
respond to citizens’ needs and hold duty bearers to account.
EACSOF is taking note of the importance of promoting AGA through democracy and human rights in EAC region and in creating space
for the participation of civil society in advocacy networks to engage specific local communities, bridge their views to national, regional and
continental policy discussions and open up public discussion through media channels.
It is for this reason that EACSOF thought it was necessary to develop an initiative of Civil Society Advocacy Strategic Planning and
Coordination at national and regional level to influence their respective countries and EAC various mechanisms. The proposed initiative
will aim at responding to the following strategic partnership outcome; improve government policies, widening and strengthening civil
society influence and building alliance for effective deliverance of public interest.
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Goal
Influencing the EAC for realization of good governance and widening of civic space. The objectives are:
Objectives
To create space for dialogue among EAC Civil Society on influencing decisions on governance issues in the region; To influence EAC for
effective decisions on matters of Democracy, Governance, Elections and civic space; To carry out training for EAC existing platforms on
AGA/ACDEG and advise leaders of CSO platforms on how to advocate for the implementation of the Charter.
Expected Results







Engagement between the EAC civil society and EAC
The CSOs existing platforms strategically advised and trained on how to plan and coordinate on how to engage on ACDEG
CSOs adapt plan of action for influencing the EAC secretariat to influence the government on making human rights, rule of law,
democracy, elections, peace, security and civic space prevail in each member state
CSOs existing platform monitor and report on the ACDEG performance in their respective countries
CSOs existing platforms mainstream the issues of governance in their strategic plans
CSOs existing platforms influence their respective governments through advocacy and lobbying for the signing and ratification of the
ACDEG and good government protocol in EAC
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“Let us bring the
issues at our country
levels to the regional
level so we have a
bigger voice.”Martha Makenge ED, EACSOF

3.0

SESSIONS

3.1 Welcome Remarks
Ms Martha Makenge welcomed members to the meeting, and explained the rationale for the it,
adding that the gathering would be small and focused and more of a brainstorming to find share ideas
and ways forward. She handled the introductions of participants to each other and noted the presence
of South Sudan through CEPO, a direct result of the last EACSOF AGM that insisted the South
Sudan join the forum. She noted that at the next EAC AGM in June.

Her remarks dealt with how to find the fiscal and non-fiscal support and commitment for our work,
whether we should work with our own partners and members in the region or others. She urged
participants to not only look at the governance issues but other Social and economic issues like the
well-being of the youth and women, the impact of climate change, scarcity of
food and how to advocate as we strategies.
She noted that the theme for the EAC twenty celebrations agreed to at the
just concluded RDC meeting in Bujumbura isEAc@20: Industrialisation
towards inclusive development, empowerment and prosperity.

3.2 Expectations
Mr. Jasper Tumuhimbise facilitated the meeting and took
participants through a session on their expectations of the meeting,
with participants breaking into groups. These expectations, discussed
by all, ranged from awareness raising/advocacy on the ACDEG,
with focus on rape issues in South Sudan especially,


Improved coordination mechanism for CSOs on Governance
issues;



why only Rwanda has signed and ratified, Kenya and Uganda only
signed, and Tanzania not even engaged with the ACDEG,



Discussions on common model law or guidelines on CSO operating
environment,



A common theme or activities to guide CSO work in East Africa,
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Empowering EACSOF to become an effective EAC CSOs coordinator and enhance its coordination mandate,



Think around how to identify opportunities, challenges, threats that exist in EA at the regional level that CSOs can respond to and
tap into,



Draft indications for a strategic document and to identify issues to inform a strategy for engagement



Synergy on work on ACDEG,



Joint regional engagement initiatives to influence EAC policy agenda,



How to make comparative analysis of national governance issues.

On further discussion, the meeting agreed that the expectations of the participants were in line with the objectives of the meeting and boded
well for fruitful outcomes.

3.2 Framework, Concepts and the Role of EAC
Discussions covered the ASK approach - skills, knowledge and attitudes were discussed and how they would positively impact CSO
engagements.
Why Now and Why EAC?
Participants were updated on previous initiatives of EACSOF and their connection to work moving forward. They were informed thatin a
two - day training on the AGA and ACDEG was held for members and mapped out stakeholders to engage with. It was a very strategic
training that strongly highlighted the importance of the Charter to the region. Youth and women made up a huge part of the audience and
showed link with the good governance protocol. East African media houses, writers and bloggers were brought on board and trained. The
training participants developed a strategy and mapped out stakeholders to engage with and how.
The last EAC AGM recommended three main areas, how CSOs can;
-

Play their role to implement the AGA
Raise awareness
Develop their own shadow/alternative report to the Universal periodic Review.

Recommended a stakeholder analysis and financial implications and link with already existent frameworks working on these issues. The
importance of champions was underscored.
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Participants were also informed that EACSOF had engaged government officials in the different countries on the ACDEG. Tanzania a
worry because of no progress on the Charter. Carried out a legal analysis on the Charter and why the Government is resistant. Also did the
same with Action Aid Uganda for the Uganda case. After the comparison with the Tanzanian constitution, discovered 3 articles in the
Charter that brought challenges - including Minority Rights, Independence of the Electoral Commission and Private Presidential Candidate.
In addition, the rights within the Charter are deemed too general. Ministry of Foreign affairs made statement on Charter citing the
independence of the constitution and candidates and claimed the Constitution better than the Charter and the ACDEG is not a priority.
Uganda Parliament claimed no budget to do work towards ratifying the ACDEG but that they support it and would ratify it in time.
However, the passing of the age limit bill further complicated issues and had members of parliament wary of engaging or being seen to
champion the ACDEG.
Kenyan officials shared reason that the President was surprised that the Country had not been ratified even after the signing. Meaning more
need be done to advocate for the ratification.
South Sudan signed, ratified but have neither implemented nor reported.
Rwanda has signed, ratified and the report is said to be ready but yet to be released.
EACSOF had also organized training for EALA MPs, many did not know anything about the ACDEG, worked with political affairs and
gender department and committees in general purpose and regional affairs and recommendations made the Charter be taken to country
levels and be made priority. Highlighted that the EAC good
governance protocol is challenged because the ACDEG hang in
balance.

3.3Reflections on Current Efforts,
Case Studies and Current Trends
This session sought to highlight other areas that
partners/members are working on that EACSOF
may be able to tap on in light of its own thematic
areas – Democratic Governance, Peace and security,
Social economic justice, agricultural environment and
science and technology.
Participants were informed that on democratic governance, EACSOF
aims to make the EAC a pro-people process and achieve issues like how
CSO engage with EAC organs for speedy conclusion of the good governance protocol.
Other issues highlighted include:
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Fast tracking the EAC Charter on constitutional federation, Civic space – so many efforts by CSOs and have a harmonized position as of
research done by EACSOF. So pushing for a model bill, looking for resources. Had a positive engagement with EA legislators and urged
that work continues and a draft regional bill be developed by civil society on shrinking space.
Access to power across the region, in light of age limit bill in Uganda.
Active participation for Civil Society in civic education and electoral processes – how do we strategies on election processes with focus on
civic education while bringing others on board and have them tap into the same process.
Have a mechanism to track transparency and good governance and monitor these engagements, how to strengthen these mechanisms. How
to be relevant in these spaces and be viewed as partners and not opposition. Need to strategies with members to provide insights and give
feedback to the AGM.
Peace and security; human rights protection and vulnerable groups. Strategies for action; South Sudan meeting identified the gap of no early
warning system for civil society. These issues in the different countries affect the EAC integration and peaceful co-existence in the region is
threatened. So need to put our capacities together even through dialogue to explore the possibility of an early warning system for Civil
society.
The unique role of women in peace building and conflict transformation should not be forgotten and how we can tap into it. Take the role of
reporting and feedback.
How to conduct studies and promote sourcing of new information; the quality of information, sources, verification as well.
Social and economic justice of the EAC integration through capacity building for citizens to engage in socio-political and economic aspects,
with focus on trade and policies at the EAC level, how it leads to improved livelihoods for citizens. How marginalized groups benefit
especially with CSO participation in several policies at regional level.
Monitoring the implementation of the custom’ union, Non – tariffbarriers, promoting cross border trade and taking into consideration the
inclusion of women in cross border trade, raising awareness of these Cross border traders on their rights.
Agricultural environment and the challenges posed by climatic change. Science and technology, and how to leverage the huge transfer of
science and technological advancement. In addition, how we can benefit from it, without taking away from our cultures.
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After the sharing by EACSOF, the meeting did a round of sharing broadly on country work over the last three years, related to the 5
thematic areas of EACSOF, and not just on governance. They also shared perceptions and current trends in their countries, outlining issues
to think on.

Tanzania
Withdrew from the Open Governance Partnership, Parliamentary statement to that effect, and implication being that engagements with
local government are being curtailed and gains by CSOs lost

Shrinking civic space rapid and laws are limiting participation of civil society; the statistics act, media services act whose online content
regulation makes a lot of content illegal, many blogs shut down, people arrested. All online platforms must be registered and are closely
monitored.
Political party amendment with stringent rules on opposition parties, as if to achieve agenda to eliminate opposition before 2020.
Government regulation of 2018 that requires CSOs publish their work in a newspaper that’s widely read and report to the agencies in charge
of NGOs and to the ministry of finance
Kidnappings and disappearances of persons in civil society and media, shootings of citizens by unknown persons.
Growing self - censorship of the media and socially
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-

CSOs should push for EU and others to reduce funding to Tanzania.

-

Find mechanisms for citizens to pressurize government themselves

Tremendously reduced corruption and therefore increased in social services but withdrawal from OGP and closing of expression
space complicates the corruption fight
-

Citizen agency increased with citizens taking responsibility for their governance

-

High taxes for the citizens

-

2018 Minerals act is a huge win for the country – regulating the extraction of the country’s minerals and renegotiating the terms

Uganda
A lot of support was offered by NGOs to the Parliamentary Committee in developing the NGO Act 2016 and improving relations with the
Ministry of Internal Affairs through the NGO Bureau. Have had several intensive engagements around the country to sensitize both civil
society and local government leadership on the tenets of the law and their own roles. The law has been used to protest the unlawful closure
of some NGOs, arrests of staff and even demands for information that do not follow the processes for such prescribed in the new law.
The Anti - Money Laundering Act 2013 also cites NGOs as persons of interest and that has been the basis of engagements with the
Financial Intelligence Authority to unpack the law for CSO leaders and explain their obligations for the avoidance of doubt.
The relations between civil society and the NGO Bureau continue to improve through the work of NGO Forum and Human Rights Centre
of Uganda, have had two successful quarterly meetings with the Minister in charge and support pledged to improve CSO-Government
relations for better working conditions for all.
NGOs have 2 representatives’ slots on the NGO Board and on the sub-county NGO monitoring committees and district NGO monitoring
committees.
The Age limitbill and the processes around the National Dialogue are ongoing
Aspects to think about:
-

Cross border issues on Lake Victoria; tax being an issue, climate change, pollution, illegal fishing and how to salvage the lake

Rwanda
Policy and legal frameworks that allow citizen participation in governance processes; at local level, the citizen cell assemblies for citizens to
meet every Tuesday and discuss community issues which if not dealt with by citizens, referred to government especially if have budget
implications.
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Citizens engaging with processes, like the budget process
where citizens’ views are being collected based on the
government circular shared, with guidelines on proposals
by citizens and what will be taken forward by govt.
Parents evening; a structure put in place by
government for parents discuss government
programs,
issues
affecting
their
families,
communities and their impact on their children and
their future. Also covers other issues that government
should engage.
Joint Action Development Forum – CSOs,
Government, development partners meet as an
accountability tool, carry out monitoring visits and
advise on district development strategies (6 years)
CSO participation on the National Strategy for Transformation, the
role of CSOs has been elaborated and allows CSOs share their views
Self-created CSO spaces to which government is invited to listen to CSO findings.
Development partners’ coordination groups; bi lateral agencies, development actors and CSOs to ensure that review of projects donors have
supported government on is balanced.
The law on NGOs is being reviewed and the civil society policy has been developed and views from CSOs being sought, implying
participation on government processes. Citizen engagement risen from 7% to 49% since 2015. Role of non-state actors placed at 67% by
Rwanda Governance Board and low compared to other indicators, particularly for CSOs at 72%. CSOs receiving better recognition as a key
development partner.
‘Ubudehe’ supporting each other and categorizing them according to their economic status. Rwanda Civil Society platform been collecting
views from citizens on what issues are key
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Need to engage citizens on the EAC agenda and recent RDC allowed for discussions with government representatives to engage on the issue
of industrialization as per the EAC 20-year celebration theme.

Kenya
Civic space is greatly reduced; opposition by name and not in reality/state capture, serving government interests. CSO space shrinking
further. Public Benefit Organisations Act, the NYORO act, limiting the fight on corruption to the Ethics, and Anti- Corruption C and away

from the Director Criminal Investigation
Corruption increased, IFF figures increased to billons from millions
CSOs engaged in civic education and awareness raising; improvement in citizen engagement and informed decision-making
Launched campaign at CSO week celebrations, and new CEO of the NGO Board more progressive and promised to push for the CBO act.
Theme was on enhancing civic space and enhancing corruption.
After ‘the handshake’, there are discussions around changing the constitution and since demand is from the top so may not favor the needs
of the citizens. Changes may mean systems similar to Rwanda and China with Presidents and Ministers for life.
Fall out of the Supreme Court on elections with the political class turning on the judiciary to revisit the decision; processes ongoing to
remove some judges from the bench, the hacking of the president’s twitter account. Media space is open but still curtailed/constrained
somewhat.
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South Sudan
No democratically elected government but have a
guerilla system
Governance systems are not in place, still working
with Sudan system
Wild life Act, Police Act, Prisons Act
Shrinking/no space, workshops and meetings require clearance,
no safe corridors for CSOs to discuss issues
integrated

Constitution not citizen focused but the peace agreement after the war was
into the constitution

Many MPs cannot read nor write. 47 elected remained after vetting of MPs. Previously election was on merit and qualification but not
anymore. Policies cannot be passed ably.
Insecurity high, robbery by gangs, not much movement after 5pm, curfew of sorts. Women and girls
are more prone to violence, especially around barracks. Use their position to rape and defile them.

Use of intimidation and even with the Protection Site of Civilians, rape is rife. 38 men raped by fellow
men. Case of 10 year old raped by a 60 year old General.
Tribalism features heavily in opposition profiling, if not of the Dinka ruling tribe

“Implementation
without
accountability is
just a cease fire.”
– Betty Ben Kul, CEPO

Human rights heavily abused but no much is said. Take MPs through trainings on the ACDEG
-

Government realizing that they cannot work without CSOs and continue to seek them out
Why was it hard to discuss the South Sudan on Chapter 5, hybrid Court for South Sudan?
CSOs not taking the SS situation seriously
CEPO launching program to restore the dignity of women in South Sudan, has faced some opposition in the past but now on course
CEPO want to work in solidarity with the EAC and its members/partners.
Case study of Betty, 4 arrests, loss of pregnancy from beatings and abuse while in detention.
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3.4 Training
The thinking behind this session stems from the need for CSOs to have credible evidence when
engaging the different stakeholders they interact with and for the collection of important
information. Some CSO work may culminate in court cases or even require documents and
testimonies of facts, and not be disregarded because of poor collection or presentation of issues.
This therefore provided the participants present with skills that would greatly enhance the quality
of their work.

“If you do not
plan properly,
you are planning
to fail.”

3.4.1 Information Gathering
Participants learned that information is data on a specific topic/incident and that 3 sources exist;
Primary information– first hand, documentation directly related to the topic and primary sources include documents, speeches,
correspondence, manuscripts, films/footage, archives and autobiographies. Creative works, novels and books written by those affected,
films, quotes, relics, textiles, needle work
Secondary information; an account related to the primary happening of something, written by someone not necessarily affected by the
incidents. Sometimes fact but also backed by hindsight. Sources include essays, newspapers, magazines, reprints, websites.
Tertiary information – related mainly to summaries of either primary or secondary information. This type gives the picture of the situation
but is not the real story. Include handbooks, indexes, encyclopedias and other materials that summarise the mind of the writer.
Before embarking on research, you must develop a plan that includes:
Heading; Introduction/Background, Objectives, Scope (in regards to time, geography, subject) Methodology (areas to visit, persons to
interview - from farthest to the highest, end with the primary target - documents to retrieve, Resources(human resource, equipment,
transport, finances).

Types of reports
Formal: Carefully structured, stress objectivity and organisation, much detail, well written in a style that eliminates personal pronouns.
Informal reports are usually short messages and use personal pronouns. Short or long reports: Memorandums are short, twenty page reports
are clearly long but the longer a report, the more formal. Informational and Analytical: annual, financial.
Analytical seek to solve a certain problem. Proposal reports; a variation of problem solving reports. Vertical or lateral reports: up or
downwards along the hierarchy meant to contribute to management control. Internal or External reports. Periodic reports, issued regularly,
are mandatory, generally directed upward, and serve management control. Functional reports, includes accounting reports, marketing
reports, financial report taking their designation from the ultimate use of the report.
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Sources of different types:
IGG, PPDA, Parliament, OAG, Finance, Ministry…websites and more.

3.4.2 Interview techniques
An interview is an interactive meeting between two more people where an interviewer asks questions to obtain information. May also be
able to observe and form impressions about respondents.

The Art of Interviewing
An Interview is questioning of a person believed to possess information or knowledge of interest and is required in the investigations.In
process, the witness gives his/her account touching on the matter under investigations.The interviewer’s job is to obtain relevant
information actually perceived through one or more of the five senses of the interviewees.
Interrogation is the interview of a suspect and confirming whether what you got is true or false from the primary suspect.
Prior to securing evidence, note; is it permitted? Legal? How will it be secured and who should secure it? (Legal requirements, policies and
procedures to follow).
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It is advisable to have one principle interviewer if more than one person attends the interview, preferable that a woman interviews a man
and a man interviews a woman. To negate sexual harassment, advisable to go along with a second for an interview.
Considerations
Facts of the case; the investigator must familiarize him/herself fully with the facts f the case under investigations by gathering as much
information as possible.
Time; the appropriate time and date for the interview and conduct it in a timely manner
Questions should be prepared in advance based on comprehensive analysis and matters under investigation
Witness background; gather as much information as possible on the background information of the witness including his motivations,
perceptions, and barriers that may affect the success of the interview.
Other people present; make arrangements for participation as required.
Evidence matrix – identify subjects and allegations, legal
standard/offence, define elements of proof, avenues of inquiry and
how the element of proof can be met, tasks on who is accountable
and when it should be completed.

3.5.2 Advocacy
This was more of a refresher for most participants and
covered what advocacy is, why we advocate and the steps
involved in the advocacy process. In wanting to solve a
problem, participants learned to always think of the words
of Koffi Annan, the late UN Secretary General, “Who else
would like to change this? How can we work together?”
Participants then went through an exercise to share situations
relating to ACDEG or Governance when they found a reason to
take action to change a situation and what they did and how they went
about attracting the attention of decision makers.
Discussions covered terms of engagement; widening the circle of involvement, connecting people to

each

other

and
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ideas, creating communities for action embracing justice and fairness in governance matters. Participants thought through what process
these concepts support.
ADVOCACY – Action oriented activities; Different strategies aimed at different decision makers; Others are involved to make a difference,
changing policies, positions and programmes; Answers and solutions; Communication, lobbying, social marketing, information; You and
me.
Advocacy is both a science and an art: Science – most effective when itis planned systematically, each step requires distinct knowledge and
skills. Art – articulate issues that inspirepeople and move them to action. Involves negotiating and consensus building, incorporating
creativity, style and even humour.
We advocate to:
Build support for a cause; encourage others to support a cause; influence or reform legislation that affects it; make a difference in people’s
lives.
We defined a policy issue simply as a problem or situation that requires a policy solution.
Advocacy is a set of targeted actions directed at decision makers (at community, LG, National and international levels) in support of a
specific policy issue. The steps of the advocacy process are identification of an issue; selection of goals and objectives; identifying the target
audience; building support; message development; identifying channels of communication; fundraising; and implementation.
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An advocacy issue is a problem that needs a solution. The checklist for advocacy issues checks the following: Will the issue be widely felt?
broad support? Supported by sound data? Easily understood? Result in the improvements in people’s lives/be achievable? Help build
alliances with other groups? Consistent with the ‘advocacy group’ values and mission? Respond to communities’ expressed needs?
Advocacy goals are a long term result (3-5 years). Objectives are therefore short-term targets that contribute to achieving the long term goal.
It is what you want to change, by how much, by whom and by when. They must be SMART.
Building advocacy support is throwing your campaign as wide as possible, involving other organisations, individuals. Galvanise support,
prepare for the opposition and build sustainable relationships – networking is essential.
Messages must be clear, concise and consistent. Who are you trying to reach? What do you want to achieve with the message? What do you
want the recipient to do – what action do you want to take place? It must suit your target audience, be appropriate to the setting and take
into account the level of understanding about land in the Albertine region.

4.0

WAY FORWARD

Participants developed action plans for their engagements moving forward.

Work Plans (Attached)
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